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Center Stage Korea is an international 
exchange project organized by Korea Arts 
Management Service in partnership with 
main performance venues and festivals of 
diverse countries around the world, under 
the auspices of the Korean Ministry of Cul-
ture, Sports and Tourism. The project seeks 
to build close and effective partnerships, 
unique encounters and a deeper under-
standing between the Korean performing 
arts and the wider world.

Korean Performing Arts Groups – Produc-
tive Partnerships with International Perform-
ing Arts Organizations
As there are Korean artists and performing 
arts groups wishing to meet international 
audiences, as well as a diverse range of 
countries in the world seeking to introduce 
the unique charms of Korean performing 
arts in their main performance venues and 
festivals, Center Stage Korea is an enter-
prise, which can mediate between these 
two sides. It provides mutually productive 
tours, presentations and collaboration 
between international organizers and 
performers and their Korean counterparts. 
Center Stage Korea supports the interna-
tional launch of Korean performing arts 
groups by liaising with the organizers and 
presenters of regional cultural events and 
those in neighboring countries, mutually 
cooperating on solving any problems 
Korean performing arts groups may have 
when fixed scheduling requires that in 
each city several local presenters mutually 
organize acts by Korean performing artists 
at the same time. Thus, hoping to support 
the successful launch of Korean perform-

ing arts groups on the world stage, by 
introducing and representing them at 
scheduled festivals and venues, Center 
Stage Korea can establish fruitful partner-
ships between Korean and international 
performing arts organizations and artists.

A Deeper Understanding and Dialogue 
with Korean Performing Arts & Groups 
Center Stage Korea seeks to help lead to 
a deeper understanding and appreciation 
of Korean performing art works through in-
ternational tours, and by promoting closer 
encounters between artists. Korean artists 
participating in the Center Stage Korea 
program will have a chance to interact 
with local audiences and groups around 
the world through diverse offstage supple-
mentary events, such as specialized work-
shops, with analysis and evaluation of Ko-
rean works by critics leading conferences, 
which will help Korean artists to network 
at events effectively with local promoters, 
producers, and other specialists in the per-
forming arts world. Through such events, 
discussion of the creative background and 
process of creating the works of Korean 
performing artists, the unique way of think-
ing involved, as well as the methodology 
of the works, will offer an opportunity for 
both Koreans and local audiences to more 
deeply understand and appreciate each 
other’s culture and art in an intensive pro-
gram focused on Korean performing arts.

Center Stage Korea Festival d'Avignon Off, France 
 Jul. Group Pocha,  
 ‹The Chaser›, Chapelle du Verbe Incarné 
 Jul.  Pansori Project ZA,  
 ‹Pansori Brecht Sacheon-ga›,  
 Théâtre des Halles 
 Edinburgh International Festival, UK 
 Aug. Mokwha Repertory Company,  
 ‹The Tempest ›, Edinburgh King’s Theatre
 Aug. Eun-Me Ahn Company,  
 ‹Princess Bari ›, The Edinburgh Playhouse 

 Jang Eun-jung Dance Company 
 Jun.  Lekuz Leku Festival, Spain
        Trayectos Festival, Spain

 Spring Dance Theater 
 Jun.  Lekuz Leku Festival, Spain
        Trayectos Festival, Spain

 EDx2 Dance Company 
 Jun.  Lekuz Leku Festival, Spain
        Trayectos Festival, Spain
        Silesian Dance Theatre, Poland
        Ludwik Solski State Drama School, Poland
 Oct. National Autonomous University of Mexico
  Touring in Mexico

 Park Soon Ho Dance Company 
 Jun.  Lekuz Leku Festival, Spain
        Trayectos Festival, Spain
        Ludwik Solski State Drama School, Poland
 Jul. Silesian Dance Theatre, Poland
 Oct. National Autonomous University of Mexico
        Touring in Mexico

 Modern Table 
 Sep. Cena Contemporânea festival internacional de teatro de brasilia, Brazil
         Festival Internacional de Teatro de Manizales, Colombia
         Festival Internacional de Buenos Aires, Argentina
 Festival Internacional de Teatro Mercosur, Argentina

 Baramgot
 Sep. Festival Internacional de Teatro de Manizales, Colombia
         Mercado Cultural de Bolivia
 
 Lee K. Dance Company
 Oct. National Autonomous University of Mexico
        Touring in Mexico
 

Center
Stage 
Korea 
2011
 

Focus Program
International Touring Project
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JANG Eun-jung Dance Company tries to make authentic communica-
tion with the audience by presenting the greatness of daily life on the 
stage. They continue to explore the essence of dance,  beyond the 
meaninglessness of forms and regular techniques. The choreography 
of JANG Eun-jung reveals the hidden female desires through colors 
and movements that define the existence of such secrets. The produc-
tion also ironically portrays the threats women feel in everyday life 
through a lively and cheerful atmosphere. Acclaimed as an artist who 
captures and conceptualizes the essence of dance and at the same 
time fully executes delicate movements, JANG Eun-jung puts emphasis 
on each function of the body, letting it be overlapped and repeated. 

Description of  
company

Contact Info Representative: JANG Eun-jung (Choreographer) 
Tour manager: KIM Eunhee  
T. +82(0)10 5003 5777 
ehkim1126@gmail.com 

JANG Eun-jung Dance Company
Q&A in Spain

Q&A in Spain
There is one ordinary man and one cynical woman. He carefully 
attempts to talk to her, chasing her scent. The relationship, camou-
flaged as a word ‘understanding’, lies somewhere between passivity 
and despair. JANG Eun-jung portrays the sameness in the difference, 
the harmony in the disharmony and the balance in the imbalance in 
this piece, using the texture, speed and space of the movements by 
the dancer. Premiered at the 2006 Seoul Platform of The Rencontres 
Choregraphiques Internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis, ‹Q&A› was 
acclaimed for approaching the aesthetics of contemporary dance in 
a new perspective and embodying both artistic quality and exquisite 
taste. This piece is a new version of ‹Q&A›, and was adapted for 
performance in Spain in 2011.

Size of production : 2 Dancers, 1 Tour manager
Scale of venue : Small scale (100–200 seats) or outside
Running Time : 14 min
Minimum performance space : W 10 m × D 10 m

Description of  
performance

June 24th, Lekuz Leku Festival, Bilbao, Spain
June 26th, Trayectos Festival, Zaragoza, Spain

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
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Project history
& Awards

2010   Performed in the Kore-A Moves Tour  
(Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, Ireland, Spain)

2009 Performed ‹Q&A› and ‹Several Questions› at Esplanade in Singapore
2009 Performed ‹Several Questions› at APAP Conference, New York
 
 Awards
2007 Dance Critics Award by the Korean Dance Critics Association
2003 Excellence Award at the 12th Japan Saitama International Dance  

 Contest
1994   The Best Dancer Award at the 4th Rencontres Choregraphiques  

Internationals de Seine-Saint-Denis

Review "The Performance portrays a strong passion to search for a new side 
of ‘me’, while at the same time embracing the feeling of despair and 
loneliness of her dance. It shows one of the true essences of dance-
using body as a method of sharing the feelings and confidences of a 
dancer. I believe that it was a great success in revealing a brand new 
view of modern dance." — SUNG Gi-suk, Dance critic 

‘What struck me most about the piece <Several Questions> by Jang 
Eun Jung was the simple choreography and sincerity in her work. 
Simple, lyrical, humorous and winsome, plus the live evocative music 
on the revolving stage at the Hoam Art Hall — it was a magical mo-
ment for me. It was only then that I understood the meaning of “sensi-
tive” choreography.’ — Neo Kim Seng, Former programming officer of 
Esplanade

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
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Spring Dance Theater
Arirang Arariyo - Lovesick

Since its establishment in 2002, the Spring Dance Theater, led by the 
artistic director CHOI Kyung-shil, has actively created new works and 
performed in and outside of Korea. Based on Oriental thoughts and 
views, CHOI Kyung-shil reveals self-examination, human relationships 
and social themes through her keen sensitivity and humor. She works 
in pursuit of making a language of dance, by finding the originality of 
movements from all things in the universe, human nature and uncon-
sciousness. The Spring Dance Theater has created its own dance style 
with delicate, lyrical and dynamic movements. 

Description of 
company

Representative: CHOI Kyung-shil (Choreographer)
Tour manager: KIM Eunhee 
T. +82(0)10 5003 5777
ehkim1126@gmail.com 

Contact Info

Arirang Arariyo - Lovesick
Arirang is a Korean folk song, implying a plea, lamentation, resis-
tance or grief. ‹Arirang Arariyo› means “missing my dear, my love”. 
‘Arirang’ is the longing of human beings, a longing for Mother Na-
ture, a longing for human nature, a longing for a prescription against 
our standardized and blind lives, and a longing for peace and free-
dom from power, tyranny and violence. In this piece, they are now 
lovesick. Every year, the seasons return and what does it mean to 
bear the pain of a broken heart? This piece portrays the lyricism of 
dissolving you and me, me and the world, humans and nature, which 
have become distanced from the Eros sensibility as foolish love or wild 
ardor. With this longing inside, we are all lovesick. 

Size of production : 3 Dancers, 1 Tour manager 
Scale of venue : Small scale (100–200 seats) or outside
Running Time : 15 min
Minimum performance space : W 10 m × D 10 m

Description of 
performance

Project history
& Awards

2009  Toured in Arabic International Contemporary Dance Festivals 
(Beirut, Amman, Jerusalem, Israel and Palestine) 

2008  Performed ‹Give me Water› at International Tanzmesse nrw,  
Germany  

June 24th, Lekuz Leku Festival, Bilbao, Spain
June 26th, Trayectos Festival, Zaragoza, Spain

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
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Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 
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EDx2 Dance Company 
Modern Feeling
What we’ve lost

ED×2, choreographer LEE Insoo, aims to discover an outstanding 
original repertoire alive with artistic sensitivity and descriptive move-
ments; and to meet its aim, it is open to other artistic genres such as 
hip-hop, contemporary dance, drama and mime, acrobatics, etc. 
ED×2 enthusiastically communicates with the sensitivity of the contem-
porary audience and introduces a diverse spectrum of modern dance 
with both artistry and popular appeal. He was accepted into the Emio 

Description of  
company

Modern Feeling
A homage for two dancers’ relationship with a variety of styles 
‹Modern Feeling› is a homage to the bond between two dancers. It 
explores their first meeting, conflict, compromise, apathy and other 
everyday feelings aroused by two people working together. Its forte 
is the versatility, a wide variety of dance styles and genres, which 
encompass contemporary choreography, hip hop, break dancing, 
martial arts, and acrobatics. The ideas, movements and composition 
of this work are characterized by versatility and intense physical move-
ment, accentuated by strength and precision 
 
What We've Lost
"Can we be happy in our ‘reality’ without imagination, 
without dreams? Do I still imagine, still dream?" 
‹What We’ve Lost › examines themes of "imagination and reality", 
"fantasy and illusion", and "retrospection and memory" through the 
essential machinations of the stage and expressive dance movements 
grafted from mime. Uniformed school girls, childish kids and neighbor-
hood hoodlums, like characters from a cartoon, appear in the first 
scene to create a crowd of people whom we often saw in our youth, 
in our neighborhoods. They play "imaginary football" with an invis-
ible object. The choreographer weaves together imaginary items like 
"superheroes" and "an invisible man" that we once dreamed of, within 
the limits of reality. We question whether we’re forgetting the secrets 
of fantasy, the freedom of imagination in our real world and whether 
we irretrievably lose sight of them as we go through our daily lives. 
LEE Insoo uses his unique understanding of hip hop and contemporary 
dance to create a diverse tapestry of body movements as a back-
ground to highlight idiosyncratic characters and the theatrical machi-
nations of storytelling to skillfully graft theatre onto dance in What 
We’ve Lost.

Description of 
performance

June 24th, Lekuz Leku Festival, Bilbao, Spain
June 26th, Trayectos Festival, Zaragoza, Spain
June 29th,  18th International Contemporary Dance Conference &  

 Performance Festival, Silesian Dance Theatre, Bytom, Poland
June 30th,   18th International Contemporary Dance Conference &  

 Performance Festival, Ludwik Solski State Drama School,  
 Krakow, Poland

Greco & PC Dance Company in 2003 and at present he is actively 
working as the head of the ED×2 Dance Company. LEE Insoo started 
dancing from street dances, and he has displayed his various move-
ments along with his talent as a choreographer based on this hip-hop 
asset by trying to separate and fuse the movements themselves. 

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)
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Size of production : 5 Dancers, 2 Technical staff, 1 Tour manager
Scale of venue : Capable from 100–500 seats 
Running Time : 60 min (incl. 15 min intermission)
Minimum performance space : W 10 m × D 10 m

Project history
& Awards

2011 Lincoln Hall at Portland State University, USA
2011  Auditorium of Tenerife, Tenerife/Miller Building, 
 Las Palmas, Spain
2011    Korean Dance Express in Cuba
  XVI Festival Internacional de Danza en Paisajes Urbanos; 
 Habana Vieja Ciudad en Movimiento
2010  Korean Dance in Europe, Kore-A Moves
  Tanzhaus NRW(Germany), Mousonturm(Germany),   

tadsschouwburg(Netherlands), laho Auditorium(Portugal), 
Dansenshus(Sweden), The Place(UK) 

2010   Received the 3rd Prize at No-Ballet_5. INTERNATIONALER 
CHOREOGRAPHIE WETTBEWERB LUDWIGSHAFEN

2010 PAMS Choice selection : Modern Feeling 
2009  Tel Aviv Dance Festival, Suzanne Dellal Centre, Israel 
2009  New York Lincoln Center Out of Doors Festival 

Representative: LEE In-soo (Choreographer)
Tour manager: KIM Eunhee 
T. +82(0)10 5003 5777
ehkim1126@gmail.com 
www.edx2.co.kr

Contact Info

"Modern Feeling," choreographed by Insoo Lee for himself and 
Jinyook Ryu, is quick, light, and funny, a fleet evocation of friendship 
and competitiveness. Again, the piece showcases the company's dra-
matic skills: Lee and Ryu are acting as much as they're dancing. The 
modern feeling is mutual if not always complementary: One dancer 
puts a hand on the other's knee, which begins to quiver and shake 
until the hand is slapped away and the process is repeated with varia-
tions. Something very male is going on here, play sliding into aggres-
sion and even anger, then back to play again. Through it all, Lee and 
Ryu maintain exquisite control of their movements. — Bob Hicks, The 
Oregonian

Review

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)
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PARK SOON HO Dance Company
Pattern & Variability

Balance and Imbalance

Graduating from Han-sung University and its Graduate school in 
Korea, he completed a Choreographers’ course of EDDC European 
Dance Development Center in Netherlands. He was a member of 
Zapara Dance Troupe in Italy, and participated in many projects such 
as T.A.T Project, PACT Zollverein Atelier in Germany, as well as in 
performances including ‹The Anatomy of Extreme› with Arepo Group, 
‹Crazy Kiss › of Tanzhaus and more. He was invited with his choreog-

Description of 
company

Pattern & Variability 
‹Pattern & Variability› was inspired by judo. Aggression, the human 
instinct, stays inside us and continuously needs an exit. Sports have 
been developed as a chance to release our violent urges. This piece 
embodies the symbolic meaning of sports by using harmonious images 
of rhythm, movement and space. It was created for the Asia-Africa 
Dance Exchange program performed by African and Asian dancers 
and a musician at the Seoul International Dance Festival 2008. The 
mixed sensitivities of Asia and Africa create distinctive rhythms, move-
ments and energy. The work has been performed several times in local 
theaters and received the 2009 Performing Arts & Film Review Award 
for Choreography. 

Balance and Imbalance 
Looking for the Origin of Korean Sound and Movement 
Body movements and sounds are the oldest and most basic tools for 
human beings to express themselves. Focused on these “body move-
ments and sounds”, we present ourselves and communicate with oth-
ers. In this work, we try to look into “the sound made by the body, the 
movements made from the sound”. The body, which perceives us and 
others, makes sounds, and through this process the relationship with 
others is circulated and expanded by repeating balance and imbal-
ance. Right in the center of this, there is excitement created by the 
body movements and sound.

Description of 
performance

raphy ‹ Point › to the theater Winterthur and returned to Korea in 2004. 
After his return he created and participated in SIDance, Modafe and 
various events, including ‹Caused by Economy›, choreographed by 
Yamasaki Kota as a dancer. He also choreographed ‹Life Force › 
for the 1st PAMS and re-worked it for the 3rd Digital Dance Festival, 
which ended up being invited to the Festival Asia in Spain. His works 
convey various images in space, which originated in the relation 
between nature and people. Focusing on the origin of the movements, 
he has shown his interest about every subject having two different 
ends in itself. The critic Mark Ben from the Netherlands referred him as 
transmitting ‘astonishing stimulation’.

June 24th,Lekuz Leku Festival, Bilbao, Spain
June 26th,Trayectos Festival, Zaragoza, Spain
  June 30th,18th International Contemporary Dance Conference & 
    Performance Festival, Ludwik Solski State Drama School,  
    Krakow, Poland
July 1st,   18th International Contemporary Dance Conference &  

 Performance Festival, Silesian Dance Theatre, Bytom, Poland

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)
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Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)
Review “A young Korean artist meditates and dances in flickering movements. 

PARK Soon-ho transmits the astonishing stimulation of the art of Asian 
dance. He shows us that far-eastern dance can be sensitive, expres-
sive and significantly featured.” — Franz Schubert, Germany

“A thrilling dancer, PARK Soon-ho touches us with a fascinating Korean 
tradition.” His amazing performance finds out the calmness from the 
lost space. Soon-Ho’s performance is unforgettable and impressive 
enough to make us hesitate whether to choose between Ray Charles 
or Baroque string music” — Gesa Polert, Rheinische Post,Germany 

“He amazingly shows us what is contemporary Korean dance and 
what is his own contemporary work and he is now a big star in Zara-
goza” — Natividad Buil Franco, the artistic director of Zaragoza 
Trayectos

Contact Info Representative: PARK Soon-ho(choreographer)
Tour manager: KIM Eunhee 
T. +82(0)10 5003 5777
ehkim1126@gmail.com 

Size of production :  8 dancers, 2 musicians,  
2 technical staff, 1 tour manager 

Scale of venue : Medium scale 300–600 seats capacity
Running Time : 75 min (incl 15 min intermission)
Minimum performance space : W 11 m  × D 11 m 

Project history
& Awards

2010  PAMS Choice selection: Pattern & Variability 
 Lekuz Leku Festival in Bilbao 
 Trayectos Zaragoza in Zaragoza 
 Dies de Dansa in Barcelona
2006 Critics choice Young Artist award
2004 Young Artist of PACT Zollverein, Germany
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Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 
Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 

Group POCHA
The Chaser

Description of 
company

Group-POCHA was established in February, 2008. While unifying 
a variety of existing art genres, POCHA tries to build a new perfor-
mance culture for audiences who have been waiting for something 
new on the stage. Besides this, POCHA tries to put a variety of perfor-
mance elements into the play and concentrates on the comedy and 
story that can be enjoyed by all generations. 
POCHA will offer people both laughter and excitement.

Description of 
performance

Nonverbal Performance ‹The Chaser›
Without any help from the automatic equipment of staff, everything 
shown on the stage is carried out by only three actors. POCHA has 
added mime to the play and has materialized the scenes that people 
can only see off-stage in cartoons. Each genre – musical percussion, 
magic, juggling, and a puppet show - becomes one progressive non-
verbal play through the actors' efforts. Thus, the fast tempo and pace 
of the play makes audiences keep laughing and trying to catch their 
breath.

Size of production : 8 performers, 6 staff
Scale of venue : Small scale- 200 seats / Medium scale- 400 seats
Running Time : 80 min.
Minimum performance space : W 13 m  × D 6 m

Review The Charlie-Chaplin like Korean comedy The Chaser will feature acro-
batics and stunts with impeccable comic timing. A treat for everyone in 
the family, this comedic piece tells the story of a bungling detective’s 
wild-goose chase after a book is stolen. With sleek dance moves, jug-
gling acts and street magic, this interactive piece will have audience 
members at the edge of their seats as they could become part of the 
play at any time.  — Esplanade

“I was shocked and moved by “The Chaser”. The performance dis-
played the perfect fusion of mime, percussion musical, magic and 
creative ideas. The energy, exploded when the actors play drumming, 
is strong enough to be felt by the audience.” — Greg Germain, Presi-
dent of Festival d’Avignon OFF 

July 8th–31st, 5.15 pm
La chapelle du Verbe Incarné, Festival d’Avignon Off, France
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Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 
Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 

Contact Info Representative : Byeon, Seong-Jung
T. +82(0)70 7658 8315 / +82(0)10 8929 8315 
group-pocha@hanmail.net/group.pocha@gmail.com
www.pocha.kr

2010  Flipside Festival, Esplanade, Singapore — Officially Invited
        Busan International Theatre Festival — 
 Designated as an Excellent performance
2009 Seoul & Moscow International Friendship Performance — 
 Officially Invited Program
2008  Beijing Central Academy of Fine Arts —  
 Specially Invited Program

Project history
& Awards
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Pansori Project ZA
Pansori Brecht: Sacheon-Ga

Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 
Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 

Description of 
company

‘Pansori Project ZA’ was formed right after ‹Pansori Brecht: Sacheon-
Ga› premiered in 2007. Artists, who participated in this project, felt 
keenly the necessity of a group that develops and creates pansori in 
a fresh new way. The members of this group were able to refine the 
work by highlighting the theme of Brecht’s epic drama and make the 
mood even more satirical and humorous. Drawing keen attention to 
the potential of this group, the Gyeonggi Cultural Foundation had 
provided funding for this project and selected this group as a recipient 
of its residence program in 2010 through 2011.
‘Pansori Project ZA’ consists of promising artists in Korea from various 
fields of arts: traditional Korean music, pop music, theatre and contem-
porary dance. Their endeavors have resulted in creating a new style 
of “intercultural” theatre based on Pansori’s own aesthetic inspirations. 

Description of 
performance

Pansori Brecht: Sacheon-Ga
Presented by ‘Pansori Project ZA.’ This performance is inspired by Ber-
tolt Brecht’s play ‹A Good Woman of Szechuan›. But this work is not 
just a translation or reproduction of Brecht’s play. It is innovative be-
cause it is performed from the perspective of traditional Korean music, 
with more than 13 instruments creating exotic rhythms and melodies. 
In addition, the script writer and composer of this work, Lee Jaram 
relocates the parabolic plot to modern-day Seoul and adapts Brecht’s 
work in the style of ‘pansori’, a traditional Korean music drama. There-
fore, as a performing art, it is hard to define its genre since it combines 
contemporary theatre, music and dance.
Nurtured by structural similarities between Korean and Western 
dramatic elements, Lee’s production already received much acclaim 
from professional theatre experts in Europe and drew the “Best Actress 
Award” at the International Theater Festival ‘Kontakt’ 2010 in Poland. 

Size of production : 7 performers, 9 staff
Scale of venue : medium 200–300 seats
Running Time : 2 h 20 m( Intermission 20 mins. included)
Minimum performance space: W 13 m × D 7 m

Project history
& Awards

2009 PAMS Choice selection 
2010  International Theatre Festival KONTAKT, Torun, Poland
 — Award for the Best Actress   
 World Music Festival in Chicago, USA 
2011   Martin E. Segal Theatre Center in NY, USA  

Theatre National Populaire de villeurbanne, France
 Theatre de la ville, France  

Review ‘She convinced the audience not only by her technique of playing but 
also by her auto ironical attitude on stage, strong personal involve-
ment and jokes about the European theatre tradition (after almost two 
and a half hours she said that the performance is so long because of 
Brecht himself). Jaram Lee and the whole ensemble were rewarded 
with loud applause.’  — Andrzej Churski, Deputy director of Interna-
tional Theatre Festival KONTAKT

July 7th–29th, 4.30pm
Théâtre des Halles, Festival d’Avignon Off, France
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Contact Info Representative Daegyu Lee
T.+82(0)31 481 0561/+82(0)10 5656 3958
pansoriza@gmail.com
www.pansoriza.blogspot.com

Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 
Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 
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Mokwha Repertory Company
The Tempest

August 13th–16th, 7.30pm
Edinburgh King's theatre

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Description of 
company

After he co-founded a coterie ensemble in 1963, Oh Tae Suk, the 
president of the Mokwha Repertory Company (Mokwha), became 
unquestionably one of the most outstanding Korean playwrights, 
directors, and executive producers by writing and directing over sixty 
works. He has led Korean theatre art by utilising traditional Korean 
sources and theatrical methods in order to structure his own methodol-
ogy of experimental and creative theatre art. He has torn apart and 
rearranged all the potential elements of theatre, such as ancient Greek 
theatre art, Shakespeare, Brecht, traditional Korean theatre, and even 
traditional theatrical elements of other Asian countries, into a new 
artistic order, helping Koreans to rediscover and restore the identity 
of Korean theatre art. He also has endeavoured to retrieve would-be 
'extinct' Korean words; that is, he has strived to grant the language 
a new life in order to transcend Korean culture and spirits within the 
language. To do so, he has collected local accents from every distinct 

Contact Info Representative Oh Tae Suk
T.+82(0)2 745 3966
mokwha@aroong.com
www.aroong.com

Description of 
performance

The Tempest
Shakespeare's ‹The Tempest› is transported to 5th century Korea in this 
dramatic re-imagining and adaptation of his most poetic play. Inspired 
by a true story from the Korean Chronicles of the three Kingdoms, 
Tae-suk Oh's ‹The Tempest› blended extraordinary historical fact with 
Shakespearean fiction, infusing both with elements of traditional Ko-
rean culture and folklore. 

Size of production : 23 performers, 10 staff
Scale of venue : Medium scale / 600 seats.
Running Time : 100 min 
Minimum performance space : W 9 m × D 12 m

Review on Mokwha’s ‹The Tempest ›
‘The Tempest is re-imagined by Mokwha Repertory Company from 
Seoul in a production weaving Shakespeare’s famous tale with fifth-
Century Korean chronicles.’ — Edinburgh International Festival
 
on Mokwha’s ‹Romeo & Juliet›
‘The scale of the piece is small (mokhwa means raw cotton) but the 
tragedy is genuine’. 26th Nov. 2006 The Observer

‘There is a mischievous invention about this South Korean production 
(making its UK debut at Bite06) that is most attractive, and its speed 
and vitality are refreshing’. 27th Nov. 2006 Financial Times 

‘The production is the work of the company's founder, director-drama-
tist Oh Tae-suk, a legendary figure in Korean theatre who has evolved 
his own unique style of performance that draws on Brechtian alien-
ation and the absurd as well as his country's own traditions.’ 
28th Nov. 2006 The Stage 

region of Korea, even from Korean dialects used in China and Japan, 
and developed them into a systematic Korean theatrical language 
through his works.
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Master classes : Master Oh
Aug. 14th, 5pm, The Hub

Continental Shifts : All the World’s a Stage
Aug. 15th, 2.30pm, The Hub

Event

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)
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Eun-Me Ahn Company
Princess Bari

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Description of 
company

Eun-Me Ahn Company, since 1988, has been performing in various 
other locations around the world. Comparable to that of ‹Butoh› in 
Japan and considered the "Pina Bausch in Asia,” the delicate and 
distinguished language expressed by her body, the magical sense of 
colors, and the dynamics of her energy flow without any useless turns 
as well as with humor. All of these express her hidden aspirations to 
communicate with the world beyond the boundary of Korean tradi-
tions. 

Contact Info Representative: Ahn Eun-Me
T. +82(0)10 2264 8889
ahneunme@hanmail.net
www.ahneunme.com

Description of 
performance

Symphoca Princess Bari
The first act "in the real world" creates a structure of tension through 
its focus on the circumstances that surround the major characters 
rather than merely retelling the thorny path of Bari's life. The origins of 
modern art stem from the premise of creating a human centric history, 
but a shift in the emphasis towards the situations or events that occur 
adds new energy that, together with the characters, could lead our 
future lives. Princess Bari, who was abandoned by her parents after 
having the misfortune of being born a girl rather than a boy, signifies 
the tragedy that could befall anyone. The hour and a half production 
performed by five singers trained in traditional Korean music, eight 
dancers who express language through the physical form, and five 
traditional Korean instrumentalists create a resonant sound that rever-
berates both the contradictions of human history and the harmony 
between the West and the East. Here we see the belief that novelty 
is not a distant stranger but an unraveling of the secrets hidden in the 
recesses of our own minds.... 

Size of production : 19 performers, 6 staff
Scale of venue : Large / 700–1,000 seats
Running Time : 90 mins. (without intermission)
Minimum performance space : W 14 m × D 17 m  × H 7.5 m

Project history
& Awards

2010  Daegu Suseong Artpia
2009 St. Polten Festspielhaus, Austria
2009 Seoul ARCO Theatre Seoul Performing Art Festival
2009 Belgium-Korea Festival / Bozar 
2008 Germany Pina Bausche Festival

August 19th–21st, 7.30pm
The Edinburgh Playhouse

Review ‘brilliant visual imagination and wit... one is never quite prepared for 
the magic wrought by Ms. Ahn.’ The New York Times
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Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Event Continental Shifts : Transmission
Aug. 16th, 2.30pm, The Hub
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Our partners 

Le Théâtre des Halles (France) 
Le Théâtre des Halles, Scene of Avignon, 
was established by Alain Timar in 1983. 
He pursues collectively the work of direc-
tor, scenographer and plastics technician. 
He signed more than 48 stage settings in 
France and abroad, as well as numerous 
exhibitions and installations. The welcomed 
entertainments are the fruit of artistic trade 
guilds, resounding with their own creations. 
This process of creation and touring de-
velops year by year as well as having a 
partnership with a lot of organizations. 

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain)
Trayectos links contemporary dance with 
the city. Artistic design tries to adapt dance 
to the place where it is performed and 
to give space a particular perspective to 
dance. In short, we intend that dance and 
architecture, shown together, will acquire 
a special sense. We try to make dance 
approachable for everyone. We want to 
reinforce interested audiences and seduce 
new ones. One of Trayectos´ aims is to 
contribute to the development of contempo-
rary dance in Aragon. Because of this we 
articulate Professional Reinforcement Pro-
grams to Aragonese companies and danc-
ers. On the other hand, a new plan has 
been created called “Community Dance”, 
which gathers together professionals in this 
discipline with different social entities.

SILESIAN DANCE THEATRE (POLAND)
The Silesian Dance Theatre is the first 
professional, contemporary Polish dance 
company. It was established in 1991 in By-
tom by Jacek Łumiński, the choreographer 
and the director. He developed a new 
form and style based on the rich cultural 
traditions of Poland. The style of Jacek 
Łumiński's choreography and his dance 
creations originated from traditional and 
contemporary dance forms and are closely 
connected with Polish culture. Wherever 
the company performs or teaches work-
shops they are considered as innovative 
and one of a kind. At present, the com-
pany numbers eleven dancers. SDT has 
performed and taught classes in Poland, 
Germany, Israel, Slovakia, the Czech Re-
public, Switzerland, the USA and Hungary.

Edinburgh International Festival (UK)
The Edinburgh International Festival is one 
of the most exciting, innovative and acces-
sible festivals of the performing arts in the 
world, presenting the very best in classical 
music, theatre, opera, dance and visual 
art every year in August. The 2011 Festi-
val runs from 12 August to 4 September 
and brings the vibrant cultures of Asia to 
Edinburgh. The finest artists from Korea, 
India, China, Indonesia and Vietnam join 
others from around the world, including the 
Mariinsky Opera, Philadelphia Orchestra 
and Scottish Ballet, to offer an intense and 
heady three weeks of culture, all against 
the backdrop of Scotland’s stunning capital 
city. For further information about the Festi-
val, visit eif.co.uk
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International Exchange 
• Organizing and managing  

The Performing Arts Market in Seoul (PAMS) 
• Mapping a strategy for supporting  

artist groups in the international market 
• Providing information about  

international exchanges in the performing arts

Human Resource Development 
• Fostering the retraining of specialized  

arts managers in various disciplines

Evaluation, R&D 
• Conducting systematic surveys related to the performing 

and visual arts scene in Korea 

Education & Consulting 
• Providing training in setting up and running  

organizations for arts practitioners 
• Offering tailored consulting in arts management 

Korea Arts Management Service (KAMS), established in 
January 2006, is a branch organization of the Ministry of 
Culture, Sports, and Tourism of South Korea. KAMS offers 
multifaceted assistance in international exchanges, human 
resources training, research, and consultancy for arts 
groups and art organizations in order to promote more 
effective arts management in Korea.  

Contacts
B1/B2 Daehangno 
Arts Theater, 1-67, 
Dongsung-dong, Jongno-gu, 
Seoul 110-809, Korea
T. +82 2 708 2282
F. +82 2 708 2243
kams@gokams.or.kr
http://gokams.or.kr/kams_eng

Channel to Korea’s performing arts
Springboard for arts management in Korea
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Edinburgh International Festival (UK)

Festival d’Avignon Off (France) 

Trayectos Dance Festival (Spain) 

Silesian Dance Theatre (Poland)

CENTER STAGE KOREA 2011
IN EUROPE


